NTPEP PANEL ON ROLLED EROSION CONTROL PRODUCTS
MEETING MINUTES, MAY 4, 2004
COLUMBUS, OHIO

A total of 21 people attended the Rolled Erosion Control Products session (15 State representatives, 3 Industry representatives, 1 AASHTO and 2 Consultant)

- Peter Kemp opened the meeting.
- 2003 meeting minutes were reviewed.
- Two reports have been published since the last meeting and working on a third.
- Due to problems with maintaining a 30% humidity, it has been agreed to use 45% plus or minus 5% to insure growth of the control samples. Peter Kemp will change the Work Plan and also revise the W.P. to reference ASTM D 6818 as was agreed to at last years meeting.
- Both New York and Tennessee have used the results in some form of product approval. Indiana, Florida and Mississippi are considering using the results also.
- Both the first and second reports averaged approximately 7.5 months for completion.
- Either Peter Kemp or Dave Suits will be this panels liason to SCOM Tech Section 4E.
- ECTC requested a roster of attendees, Steve Hall will take care of this.
- The publishing of reports after they have been sent to NTPEP HQ seems to take longer than everyone would like. Both TRI and some States said they could post data and results on their web-sites almost instantaneously but AASHTO/NTPEP and Industry must give their approval first.
- In regard to Data Mine and publishing data as discussed immediately above, most parties want the raw data in addition to the summary data.
- It was agreed to add an area on the Product Evaluation Form so that industry could indicate whether or not they wanted the States to know they had product on the test deck prior to publication of the report.